A recommender system for scientific scholarly articles that is both hybrid (content and collaborative filtering based) and multi-dimensional (across metadata categories such as subject hierarchies, journal clusters and keyphrases) can improve scientists' ability to discover new knowledge from a digital library. Providing users with an interface which enables the filtering of recommendations across these multiple dimensions can simultaneously provide explanations for the recommendations and increase the user's control over how the recommender behaves.
Introduction
The success of scientific digital libraries depends increasingly on their ability to provide differentiating features and value-added services. Recommender systems, for instance, can help to alleviate users' information overload problems and increase their satisfaction with the information retrieval experience. As Torres et al. [27] point out, the rate of growth in scientific research papers cries out for more and better information retrieval tools besides full-text indexing engines.
In a similar vein, Smeaton and Callan [23] argue that digital libraries, which provide only conventional search and browsing capabilities, will eventually be frustrating to users. Instead, they argue, library portals must provide information proactively and tailor their services to individuals and communities. Avancini et al. [4] claim that digital libraries should not be merely anonymous information resources but rather community-based services which require personalized service offerings such as alerting and group opinion sharing.
Recommender systems for scientific digital libraries that have been the subject of experiments in recent years [13, 18, 23, 27, 29] have used corpora that are primarily in the field of computer science. However, designing an effective recommender system for journal articles in a broader Scientific, Technical and Medical (STM) digital library poses special challenges and presents unique opportunities.
First, as has been noted with recommender systems for corpora such as CiteSeer and the ACM Digital Library, the problem of data sparsity is chronic [27] . In a STM digital library which includes disciplines such as biology, chemistry and medicine, the ratio of users to items is likely to be even lower and the sparsity problem correspondingly exacerbated.
Second, individual users of STM libraries have very particular information needs, such as seeking answers to highly specific scientific questions [14] . At the same time, a recommender system for a STM digital library has to cater to a wide range of such needs that stem both from the large numbers of scientific specializations and from the substantially different kinds of objectives that scientific researchers have when using a library portal.
There are, on the other hand, opportunities to be exploited by the highly specific nature of articles in a STM library. In addition to the copious amount of metadata available for its items -citation indexes, keyphrases and catalog data, for instance -there are increasing quantities of semantic tags in scientific documents [24] and domain-specific machine-learning tools for content extraction [2] .
We believe these characteristics of STM digital collections present an opportunity for creating best-of-breed recommenders that leverage each other's strengths. We propose that the hybrid recommenders such as TechLens+ described in Torres et al. [27] and McNee et al. [18] be extended with multi-dimensional context information in a manner similar to the one described by Adomavicius et al. [1] . Our hypothesis is that the addition of multiple context dimensions to article recommendations will enable an explanation-based user interface for filtering out irrelevant recommendations that offers more control to the user and creates greater user trust.
Recommender Strategies
Recommending an item such as a scientific journal article to a user is typically done either by clustering similar items according to some characteristic of the item (contentbased recommendation) or by profiling the users' behaviour and clustering users according to some measure of similarity among them (collaborative filtering) or by combining the two (hybrid recommenders.)
Content-based recommenders need to measure the similarity of the item with all the other items, where the salient content features of the items to be recommended can be either extracted from the items or obtained from metadata. For text items in a library, this could be the feature vectors obtained from the text, or, for items with no text content (e.g. scanned images), salient features could be provided by metadata such as bibliographic categories, authors, title, abstract, etc.
However, the recommendations generated by contentbased recommenders will rarely stray far from the contentclusters of the previously rated items. One approach used to overcome the overspecialization of recommendations [30] is either to introduce randomness in the recommendation and to filter out items that are too similar or to complement them with collaborative filtering systems, which provide a source of naturally occurring serendipity from user behaviour.
Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering is a method for predicting user preferences and interests based on the collective data of a user community's past usage behaviour. That such a technique can be successful at making predictions rests on the assumption that people who exhibited similar behaviour in the past will tend to exhibit similar behaviour in the future. To recommend an item using collaborative filtering, items must have preference ratings, obtained either explicitly from the user or implicitly from an analysis of usage patterns (clickstream, downloads, etc.) [19] or from citation data [17] .
Collaborative filtering techniques come in two main flavours: memory-based and model-based [7] . Memorybased algorithms use all the data collected from all users to make individual predictions, whereas model-based algorithms first construct a statistical model of the users and then use that model to make predictions. Thus memory-based algorithms are generally less efficient and more resource intensive whereas model-based algorithms are generally less accurate because of the greater degree of indirection. Nevertheless, computationally efficient model-based methods now compare favourably with memory-based methods [15] .
Collaborative filtering is especially useful when the items to be recommended have few or no content-based features. Webster et al. [29] point out that since many traditional library resources, such as catalogues, contain only metadata about the items in a collection (i.e. there is no full text to index), traditional search techniques are of limited usefulness. In such situations, collaborative filtering can help induce links between library objects for which there are no syntactic clues for relatedness.
Hybrid Systems
Hybrid approaches take various forms, which are neatly summarized by Burke [9] and Adomavicius [1] . One approach uses content-based methods for developing user models and clustering users by a content-based similarity measure in order to make collaborative recommendations. This enables recommendations to be made either by matching the item's content with the user's profile or by using other users' profiles [21] . For instance, experiments with the Recommendz system [11] have shown that usage data may be usefully combined with full-text information and semantic metadata to provide recommendations. Alternatively, the results of two separate recommenders may be either averaged or given a fair vote depending on the context. Hybrids between item-based and user-based collaborative filtering systems also exist. Wang et al. [28] describe item-item, user-item, and user-user collaborative filtering in combination with content-based methods both to cluster items and to cluster users. These experiments show that hybrid methods go some way toward alleviating the data sparsity problem and also provide higher quality recommendations.
Multi-Dimensional Recommendations
Recommender systems can be extended to produce recommendations across a broader range of dimensions than simply user and item. For example, Adomavicius et al. [1] consider the time, place and movie-viewing companion as categories with which to augment a recommender like Movielens with contextual dimensions. With the corresponding interface, this enables the user to navigate the space of possible recommendations, much in the same way as OLAP applications allow users to navigate through multi-dimensional data-cubes.
In the domain of music recommendation, Anderson et al. [3] describe a recommender mediated by a RuleMLbased engine which filters recommendations that best match user queries based on the dimensions of overall impression, lyrics, music, originality, and quality of performance. By analogy, if there is metadata that can be associated with either the item (e.g. bibliographic metadata such as subject hierarchies, journal categories and semantically related keyphrases) or with the user (e.g. demographic data or interest profiles) or if collections of items or users can be classified into multiple classes (e.g. using an unsupervised categorizer), then recommendations can also be made along these axes as well. Furthermore, these dimensions could also be used for explaining recommendations.
The user model for the multi-dimensional hybrid system that we envisage for our experiment is similar to the one described by Symeonidis [25] . User models will be defined by combinations of explicitly specified interests and competencies, feature-vectors implicitly obtained from the textcontent of retrieved or viewed articles as well as the collaborative filtering information obtained from usage data.
As McNee et al. [17] have shown, a citation graph can be used to seed a collaborative filtering recommender for journal articles. For recently published papers which don't yet have many citations, co-downloading data can be used to complement citation information [19] . In our experiment, we will use PageRank [8] to weight the citation-based "ratings" that papers give one another. One experiment we intend to perform is to determine whether the core citation paths [6, 10] would be an effective way to weight the text content of the citations included in the content-based user profile.
Yet another source of information from which to draw when generating recommendations from a hybrid recommender are the search queries and the clickstream [26] to create user profiles for clustering but also to help rank recommendation results. Moreover, queries themselves may be considered as items for the recommender to present to the user [5] .
Explaining Recommendations
A critical element for the user acceptance of recommenders is the trust that the user develops in the systems' ability to reliably predict items of interest. As Sinha and Swearingen [22] have shown, one way to develop this trust is to offer transparent explanations for the recommenders' behaviour.
Herlocker et al. [12] offer a model for explanations of recommendations based on the user's conceptual model of the recommendation process. They show that providing explanations for a collaborative filtering system's recommendations -e.g. a histogram that maps the ratings for an item by the user's "neighbours" -can improve its acceptance. McCarthy et al. [16] go further and show how explanations can help users understand the remaining recommendation opportunities if the current recommendation doesn't match their interest.
Studies that explored several different explanation interfaces [20] show that breaking down recommendation sets into labeled clusters that categorize recommendations by combinations of reasons is considerably more effective than one that simply lists all the criteria for recommending items.
For a recommender of scientific research articles which uses a hybrid strategy similar to TechLens+ [27] , a multidimensional explanation-based interface could not only improve user acceptance and confidence in the recommendations but also provide an interface for guiding the recommender's criteria in selecting item or user neighbourhoods.
With the help of metadata, such as subject catalogue information and article keyphrases, explanations for recommendations or clusters of recommendations could be organized in multiple dimensions to satisfy information seeking needs that complement the analytical model described in [14] . Offering such explanations to an exacting user (such as a scientific researcher) could go some way toward mitigating the "looking stupid" effect of poor recommendations observed by McNee [18] .
Future Work
The hypothesis of this research is that the extension of a TechLens-like recommender for scientific research articles with multi-dimensional explanation and navigation features will help both to enhance the user's trust in the recommender and to improve the quality of recommendations.
If the additional dimensions are derived from the article metadata, one challenge will be to devise meaningful scores for items or classes of items. Another challenge will be to measure the incremental changes in user benefit that result from these specific extensions to the recommender. We intend to obtain this data primarily from query and clickstream logs. We will also use questionnaires that assess the added value of both explanatory and multi-dimensional filters for the recommender.
To perform our experiments we will extend the Taste recommender system 1 with a multi-dimensional hybrid recommender that will be integrated into an experimental digital library's search and browse interface to a corpus from the NRC Research Press 2 . The PageRank-mediated citationdata from this corpus will serve to seed the recommender which will be the subject of experimentation with scientific scholars on CISTI Lab 3 . The measure of success for a recommender of scholarly articles is, after all, whether it can help scientists to advance knowledge.
